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S Y N O P S I S 

Highway engineering science is still crude and imperfect in two 
important branches first, engineering valuation of highways, 
second, highway accountancy The highway systems constitute a 
public utility comparable to the railways and surpassing all other 
utilities in magnitude of investment, yet highway engineers do 
not know how to ascertain the correct present values of the high
way properties nor have they developed any standard system of 
accountancy 

The same general principles of valuation and accountancy devel
oped for other public utilities apply to highway valuation including 
the rule that all factors affecting value must be given due consider
ation and such weights as may be just and right, as determined by 
judgment, not by formula 

The physical value of the system may be determined by (1) 
valuing the land owned and used, (2) determining the original cost 
new less depreciation, (3) determining reproduction cost less depre
ciation , giving such weight as is just to original cost and reproduction 
cost price levels Allowance for preliminary expense and going con
cern intangible values are matters for research and discussion as is 
also the working capital of highway systems 

The earning values of highway systems can be determined by ana
lyzing the revenues (from property taxes, license fees and fuel taxes), 
operation costs and annual "actual" depreciation costs 

The service-worth values are what their earning values would be 
if their revenues were just equal to the "reasonable worths" of their 
total highway services rendered Traffic surveys and research on 
reasonable worths of different highway services are necessary to 
determine true service worth values 

A standard accountancy system should provide for current depre
ciation accountancy and include property ledger sheets kept up to 
date Depreciation of the various property units and / or age groups 
of like units should be estimated by modern methods 

INTRODUCTORY DISCUSSION 

Immediately after the World War, the author had the great privilege 
of assisting actively in the formation of the Highway Research Board 
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There were two pnncipal reasons for its creation: First, it was clearly 
evident that many billions of dollars were about to be spent in con
structing improved highways in the Umted States, second, in the face 
of this enormous impending expenditure, the science of modem highway 
design, construction and maintenance was so pitifully crude and im
perfect that enormous wastes were bound to occur, resulting from 
sheer ignorance, unless imprecedentedly great, immediate scientific 
advances could be accomphshed by a coordinated national program 
of highway research I t is now most gratifying to know that the High
way Research Board has been wonderfully successful m placing modern 
highway engineenng upon a truly scientific basis The value of the 
highways we have constructed since 1919 is hundreds of miUions of 
dollars greater than could have been obtained without the scientific 
highway engmeermg discovenes made the last 14 years 

Nevertheless, present day highway engineering science is still piti
fully crude and imperfect in two very important branches First, the 
engmeenng valuation of highways, second, highway accountancy 

During the last 14 years, the highway engineers of the United States 
have spent about ten billions' of dollars for highway construction alone, 
yet we do not know, and we have developed no way to ascertain cor
rectly the true present values of the highways which have been built 
at such great cost 

The highways of the Umted States constitute one of the greatest 
public utihties in the world, whose cost is more than half that of all the 
railways in our country, yet we have developed no property ledger sys
tem worthy the name for accounting for this tremendously valuable 
property trusted to the care of highway engmeers 

The annual highway revenues collected in the Umted States in the 
form of road taxes on property, gasohne taxes and vehicle license fees 
constitute one of the major parts of our crushing tax burdens, yet we 
have never made the researches necessary to estabhsh a scientific basis 
for eqmtable charges for highway services and their equitable division 
between property taxes, fuel taxes and personal fees, all of which are 
still determined mainly by legislative whims instead of by just pnnciples 

Furthermore, highway engmeers have never even developed, much 
less put into use, any standard system of highway accountancy, the 
first essential of wise public utility management and regulation Ig
norant of recent progress m the scientific treatment of depreciation, 
present day highway engmeers content themselves with wild guesses 
at annual highway depreciation costs, though they are a very important 
part of the true costs of highway services 

A large amoimt of carefully planned and executed highway research 
IS still needed to develop the scientific technique necessary for the 

• Omitting maintenance costs and all but a small percentage of the costs of 
constructing city streets 
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correct valuation of highway systems, and for a comprehensive and 
satisfactory standard system for highway accountancy 

HIGHWAY V A L U A T I O N A S P E C I A L C A S E OF P U B L I C U T I L I T I E S V A L U A T I O N 

It IS necessary to realize that our highway systems are great public 
utilities, of which highway engineers and other ofl&cials are the responsi
ble managers, not merely the promoters and builders Already the total 
investment in the highways of the United States is more than half her 
railway investment, and surpasses the national investment in nearly 
every other utility The general principles of valuation and account
ancy which have been developed for other public utilities dunng 50^ 
years of experience, study and litigation apply also to highway valuation 
and accountancy The fact that highway systems are owned by public 
corporations (states, counties, townships) instead of by private stock 
compames does not change their status as public utilities, "endued 
with a public character " 

However, highway system public utihties have certain distinctive 
characteristics, some of which are The capital invested m highways is 
partly obtained on public credit which is not dependent on the value of 
highway property, the different state, county and township highway 
systems connect and exchange traflSc at multitudinous points, there 
are as yet only inadequate traflic survey records of the amount of high
way services rendered by the different highway systems, the charges 
for highway services are not collected directly, in accordance with 
scheduled rates for different kinds of service, but indirectly, m the 
form of property taxes, license fees and gasoline taxes, whose proceeds 
are distnbuted arbitranly between the different systems 

G E N E R A L P U B L I C U T I L I T Y V A L U A T I O N P R I N C I P L E S A P P L I C A B L E TO 

HIGHWAY SYSTEMS V A L U A T I O N 

The same general principles of valuation and accountancy which have 
been developed for other public utilities apply also to highways All 
factors affecting value must be duly considered and be given "such 
weight as is just and right in each case " For valuation, the highways 
of each state can be divided into systems, such as the one state and the 
ninety-nine county highway systems of Iowa Each system can be 
valued separately The first step in valuation should be to prepare 
a complete inventory, showing all property units 

Physical Value The physical value of the property may be deter
mined by (1), valuing the land owned and used, (2) and (3), deter
mining separately the original and the reproduction costs new, including 
overhead costs, less depreciation, of all other physical property units, 
(4), giving such weight as is just and nght in each case to original cost 
and to reproduction cost price levels 

Intangible Values Whether any, and if any what, allowances should 
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be made for prehminary expense value, going concern value and for the 
value of highway easements over lands used but not owned are all still 
matters for research and discussion 

Working Capital The working capital of a highway system is the 
average amount of operation funds kept on hand between their dates 
of receipt and expenditure 

Earning Value The earning value of a highway system is the capital
ized value of the actual average annual existing net returns For any 
one year, mt return = total revenue (say from property taxes, license 
fees and gasoline taxes)—operation costs (Omitting owners' vehicle 
-operation costs)—annual "actual" depreciation Interest is a part of 
net return, not an operation cost 

Service-Worth Value The service-worth value of a highway system 
IS what its earning value would be if its total annual revenue were just 
equal to the total "reasonable worth" of the total annual highway 
services rendered A large amount of work on traffic surveys and in 
researches on the reasonable worths of different classes of highway 
services is necessary before the true service-worth values of particular 
highway systems can be determined 

Standard Highway Accountancy System The Amencan Association 
of State Highway OflBicials and other highway orgamzations ought co
operatively to develop a standard system of highway accountancy, 
including current depreciation accountancy, and standard property 
ledger sheet accounts, kept constantly up to date 

Determination of "Actual" Depreciation "Actual" depreciation 
costs are a very important part of the costs of highway services and 
should be estimated separately for each particular property unit, or 
age-group of like umts, by the modem methods recently developed 
These modern methods are based on the use of mortality curves in 
estimating probable service lives, on probable service lives reestimated 
from time to time dunng actual service, and on "probable future oper
ation return ratios" which take due accoimt of changes in the annual 
values of the servises rendered by particular umts The depreciation 
determinations are kept adjusted to conform with the reestimated 
ratios and probable service lives, so that they always check out correct 
at the actual dates of the retirements of the different units 

Doubtless, the most important general valuation pnnciple appli
cable to highway valuation is the famous "Smyth v Ames Rule," that 
every factor affecting value must be given due consideration and "such 
weight as may be just and nght" in each case, as determined by sound 
judgment, not by any "formula " This rule has been upheld by the 
U S Supreme Court ever since 1898, m an unbroken line of decisions 

In these decisions, the U S Supreme Court has consistently rejected 
both the "Reproduction-Cost-New-Less-Depreciation" valuation for
mula, which would give reproduction cost price levels dominant weight. 
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and the "Prudent Investment" valuation formula, which would give 
original cost pnce levels dominant weight 

The fundamental basis of exchange value is the "present worth" of 
probable future net returns These probable future net returns are 
indicated by sound judgment at the date of valuation, and are not likely 
to prove to be identical with the actual net returns which the future 
will bring 

All the factors which affect value do so by affecting the probable 
future net returns. The factors which have been either actually 
enumerated or necessanly implied by the U S Supreme Court are: 

1 The original costs new, including overhead costs, less depreciation 
to date, of the existing property umts 

2 The reproduction costs new, mcludmg overhead costs, less depre
ciation to date, of the existing property umts 

3 The earning value obtained by capitalizing the average present 
annual net returns. 

4 The service-worth value obtained by capitalizing the average annual 
net returns which would be earned if the revenues collected were based 
on charges for highway services just equal to their "reasonable worths " 

5. The stock-and-bond value, based on current market pnces How
ever highway systems have no stock-and-bond values, for they issue 
no stocks, and their outstanding bonds, if any, are based on the credit 
of the public corporations which issued them, not on the values of the 
highway properties 

6 All "other pertinent factors," affecting value Such as, for high
way systems, the characters of the lands and the communities served 
(which will affect future traffic), present and probable future business 
conditions, present and probable future price trends 

IOWA HIGHWAY SYSTEMS 

For valuation purposes, the highways of each state may well be 
divided into separate systems, each of which includes all highways 
owned and admimstered by a separate public corporation, such as a 
state, a county, a township For Iowa, these systems and the sums 
spent for their construction during the years 1919-1932, inclusive, 
alone, are as follows. 

Construction Costs 
during 1919-32, 

Iowa Highway Systems inclusive, alone 
1 State System, Primary Roads $232,542,000 

99 County Systems, Secondary and 
Local Roads 120,414,000 

$352,956,000 

No construction costs pnor to 1919 are included in the above table, 
and new construction is still proceeding and will continue a long time. 
About $8,000,000 on the state system and perhaps half as much on the 
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county systems are being expended on new construction this year 
The assessed valuation of Iowa railways this year is $215,000,000, 
including rolling stock In valuing the highways a large deduction 
would be made for depreciation, but even so, and without including 
the $300,000,000 or more invested in the automobiles and trucks which 
constitute the mam part of highway "rolling stock," it is evident that 
Iowa highways constitute a public utility which ah-eady approximates 
her railways and far surpasses any other of her utilities in magnitude 
of investment 

The records of construction costs, operation expenditures and rev
enues (from highway property taxes, license fees and gasohne taxes) 
are separate and distinct for each of Iowa's 100 highway systems, of 
each of which, separately, it is therefore feasible to determme the 
ongmal cost 'value, the reproduction cost value and the earmng value 

On the other hand, a large amount of work on traffic surveys and a 
large amount of research upon the "reasonable-worths" of different 
kmds of highway services are necessary before the true "service-
worth" values of any of the systems can be determined 

T H E PROCESS O F MAKING AN E N G I N E E R I N G V A L U A T I O N O F A 

HIGHWAY S Y S T E M 

The process of making an engineering valuation of any one of Iowa's 
highway systems might well be about as follows 

1 Make a complete inventory of all highway property units and/or 
age groups of like umts 

There should be m every state, but at present are not in any state, 
complete highway property records, kept constantly up to date, on 
standard property ledger sheets, from which a classified inventoi-y foi 
each highway system condensed into valuation groups, can readily be 
prepared without extensive field work 

Physical Value 

2 Determine the value of the land owned and used This will be a 
small part of the land used, over most of which the public owns only a 
highway easement By the "law of the land," as repeatedly laid down 
by the U S Supreme Court, the value of the lands owned and used is 
equal to the present market value of similar adjacent lands 

3 Determine the original costs new, including overhead construction 
costs, less total actual depreciation to date, of all present existing physical 
property units except land 

In doing this, quite a number of omissions in the early records must 
be supplied by the valuator from his knowledge of cost levels prevailing 
in past years 

4 Determme the reproduction cost new, including overhead construc
tion costs, less total actual depreciation to date, of all piesent existing 
physical pioperty units except land 
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In doing this the valuator may use "spot" reproduction cost prices, 
the average for the current year, or the "penod" reproduction cost 
prices which he forecasts for a penod of 3 to 5 future years ' 

5 Determine the total present physical value of the property of the 
system, by giving ongmal cost and reproduction cost prices level the 
relative weights which are judged to be "just and right" m this case, 
in view of present and forecasted future price trends 

Intangible Values 

6 Determine whether any, and if any what, intangible values should 
be allowed for (1), preliminary expense value; (2), going concern value, 
(3), highway easements, over lands used but not owned 

In general the courts allow the above intangible Values for other 
pubhc utihties, but research and study are needed to determine what 
should be the practice in valuing highway systems, owned and operated 
by the public, especially in cases where the revenues collected are 
insufficient to pay a "fair" net return profit above the actual costs of 
the highway services rendered 

Working Capital 

7 Determme the working capital required for the operation of the 
highway system I t is equal to the average amount of operation funds 
necessary to keep on hand to pay operation cost expenditures promptly 

Earning Value 

8 Determme the earning value, if any, of the highway system The 
earmng value is the capitalized value o' the actual, present, average 
annual net returns The equation for calculating the net return for 
any one year is 

Net return = total highway revenue — total operation costs (interest 
is not an operation cost) — total annual "actual" depreciation 

Interest on capital indebtedness (such as bond interest) is a part of 
net return Owners' vehicle operation costs must be omitted. 

In general, pubhc utility eammgs are subject to regulation, down 
or up, until they are just sufficient to yield a "fair net return" on the 
"fair value" of the property owned and used in rendenng the services, 
provided'^ that this fair 'net return does not require charges for the 
services greater than their "reasonable worths " 

Hence, to give matenal weight m valuation to the "fair net return 

' In the past the average prices of the last 3 to 5 years have often been used, 
but should not unless they are believed to forecast the future correctly 

* In the Smyth v Ames decision the U S Supreme Court said "What 
the company is entitled to ask is a fair return upon the value of that which it 
employs for the public convenience On the other hand, what the public is en
titled to demand is that no more be exacted from it for the use of a public high
way than the services rendered by it are reasonably worth " 
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on fair value" of public utility properties would throw the valuator 
into a "vicious circle of reasoning " 

Highway systems are public utilities, owned and operated by the 
public for the purpose of affording adequate and satisfactory highway 
facilities for vehicles owned and operated by citizens, not by the utility 
The question of how large, if any, excess of highway revenues should be 
collected above the actual operation cost plus depreciation costs is as 
yet unsettled, and is worthy of extensive research, study and discussion 

Service-Worth Value 

9 Determine the sermce-worth value of the highway system, as nearly 
as may be The service-worth" value is what the earning value of the 
system would b6 if its total annual revenue were just equal to the total 
"reasonable worths"* of the total annual highway services rendered 

In order to determine the service-worth value of a highway system, 
it is necessary 

First, to conduct traffic surveys, in order to determine, as nearly as 
may be, the annual amounts of highway services of different classes 
rendered by the different component roads of highway systems 

The traffic surveys may demonstrate that some unwisely planned, 
individual roads do not now and are not likely in the future to render 
highway services commensurate with their costs 

Second, to determine the "reasonable woith,"^ pei unit, of each 
different class of highway services 

In some few cases (such as present street i ail ways) the "reasonable 
worths" of public utility services may be fixed by competition, but in 
the majority of cases, including most present highway systems, their 
"reasonable worths" are the costs at which the users could supply 
themselves with the same services, as organized corporations, not as 
individuals' The application of this principle to highway systems 
would make the total "reasonable worths" of their annual highway 
services just equal to the sum of their annual operation costs (omitting 
owners' vehicle operation costs) plus their aimual "actual" depreciation 
cost plus their annual "fair" net returns, after eliminating any roads 
which the traffic surveys show to have been unwisely planned 

The distribution of the total "reasonable worths" of the system's 
annual highway services between the different classes of such services 
requires a large amount of study and research not yet made This is 
an important subject for new highway research, and for much study and 
discussion. The following discussion is to be considered as tentative 
and suggestive only, not as stating final conclusions by the author 

A tentative classification of highway services might be 
(1) Road access highway service This service is direct to the land 

' See Brunsvnch & Topsham Water Distncl v Maine Maine Supreme Court 
99 Me 371, 59 Atl 537, December, 1904 
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owners of adjacent properties; and justifies, in principle, the customary-
road taxes on lands All classes of roads, primary, secondary, local 
and by-, render this land access service l 

It is tentatively suggested that the total "reasonable worths" of the 
annual road access highway services of the highways withm a region 
are the annual yields of road taxes on lands just sufficiently high to 
pay the major part of the total annual operation costs (omitting owners' 
vehicle operation costs) plus total actual depreciation costs plus annual 
fair net retuins of a system of local roads coextensive with the actual 
highways, and of the type found to be most practicable in view of the 
topography, of the available road materials, and of the character and 
values of the lands and communities served 

(2) Road use highway service This service is direct to road users, 
ancf justifies, in principle, the customary vehicle license fee and gasoline 
tax charges for road use The vehicle license fee is a form of "ready 
to serve charge", while the gasoline tax is probably the best approach 
practicable at present to ton-mile and vehicle-mile road use taxes 

It IS tentatively suggested that the total "reasonable worths" of the 
annual road use services rendered by a highway system is that portion 
of the sum of its annual operation costs (omitting owners' vehicle oper
ation costs) plus its annual actual depreciation costs plus its annual jair 
net returns left after deducting the "reasonable worth" of its road access 
highway services, and that this total may be equitably divided between 
road services on by-roads, local roads, secondary roads and primary 
roads by suitably taking into account the average actual vehicle-mile 
and ton-mile costs of each of those road types 

A S T A N D A R D H I G H W A Y A C C O U N T A N C Y S Y S T E M 

The Amencan Association of State Highway Ofiicials, the Highway 
Research Board and other highway organizations ought cooperatively 
to develop a standard system of highway accountancy 

Such standard systems of accoimts are already prescribed by the 
Interstate Commerce Commission for steam railways, electnc railways 
and telephone compames, and have been developed and are recom
mended by the National Association of Railway and Utilities Com
missioners for electric, water and gas utilities i 

In accordance with the rulings of the U S Supreme Court that 
actual depreciation is a real production expense, which must be pro
vided for out of annual income before there is any real net return, and 
in accordance with the opinions now held and so often expressed by so 
many industrial authorities, the standard system of highway account
ancy ought to provide fully for current depreciation accountancy, in
cluding a depreciation reserve account equal at all times to the total 
accrued "actual" depreciations on all property units, and for complete 
property ledger accountancy for each unit and/or age-group of hke 
units 
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It I S necessary for privately owned public utilities to make an annual 
depreciation appropriation out of income, equal to the total "actual" 
depreciation dunng the year In highway administration, all that is 
needed is to make sure that an investment equal to the year's depre
ciation I S made, out of the current income of each year, in highway re
placements, highway improvements and/or new highways 
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Figure 1 Survivor Curve of Alternating Current Motors by Annual Rate Method 

T H E M O D E R N M E T H O D S O F D E T E R M I N I N G " A C T U A L " D E P R E C I A T I O N 

It seems not yet to be generally known that during the last ten years 
entirely practicable modem methods for determimng "actual" depre
ciation have been developed which-

(1) Use mortality curves of different classes of property in estimating 
probable service lives 

(2) By reestimating the probable service life of each property umt 
and/or age-groups of like units from time to time dunng service, and 
immediately afterwaids adjusting depreciations accordingly, substitute 
actual observed service life for guessed average life and make the de
preciation determination check out exactly with the value new less 
actually realized salvage value at the date of the actual retirement of 
each property umt. 
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(3) By the use of estimated and reestimated "probable future oper
ation return ratios," enable correct depreciation allowances to be made 
for changes in the annual values of the services of property units 
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Figure 2 Mortality Type Curves—Symmetrical Mode Group 
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Figure 3 Mortality and other curves for Type Curve S3 

(4) By the use of extensive new "condition per cent" tables make it 
as easy to base depreciation determinations on the correct "present 
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worth" of piobable future net returns basis of value as on the incorrect 
"straight line" assumption, that a dollar received as net return at a 
distant future date is worth today just as much as a dollar on hand 
today in cash 

A very large part of the extensive researches by which these modern 
depreciation determination methods have been developed has been 
made during the last 14 years, at the Iowa Engineering Experiment 
Station, whose Bulletin 103, Life Characteristics of Physical Property, 
will be sent without charge to all who make request 

Figure 1, herewith, shows an actual example of a mortality curve for 
alternating current electric meters, as determined from eight years 
records of retirements in a large electnc light and power property 
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, Method By Straight-Line Actual Depreciation Method 

The Iowa Engineermg Experiment Station has developed 13 "mor
tality type curves," which cover the entire, or nearly the entire, field 
of mortality characteristics of physical property Four of these are in 
the "left mode," five m the "symmetncal mode" and four in the "right 
mode" groups, in which the grestest annual retirement rate occurs 
respectively before, at and a/<er ages equal to "average" life In making 
depreciation detenmnations, the proper type curve fitting the class of 
property m question is selected and used 

Figure 2 shows the 5 "symmetncal mode" mortality type curves 
Figure 3 shows mortahty type curve " S 3 , " the middle curve of the 

symmetrical mode group 
For each mortality type cm-ve, expectancies have been computed by 
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Figure 5. Depreciated Values of Two Duplicate Pumping Engines During Service 
Showing Theoretical Depreciation By Sinking Fund Theoretical 

Depreciation Method. 
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methods hke those used by life insurance actuaries, and "probable 
service life" tables and curves prepared The probable life curve in 
Figure 3 is an example Also, "frequency" curves, "probable annual 
renewals" curves, and "average condition per cent" curves as shown in 
Figure 3 (and corresponding tables) are completed or are in process of 
completion 

A technique has been developed for making actual examinations of 
property units (without which "actual" depreciation cannot be deter
mined) and of applying the observed data in determining their respective 
depreciations 

Figure 4 shows the results of the application of the modem methods 
in determmmg the actual depreciations at different service ages of two 
entirely similar pumpmg engmes, one of which proved to last 4 years 
less and the other 6 years longer than the average life of similar engines 
in service 

Similarly, Figure 5, shows how the application of "theoretical" depre
ciation assumptions to the same two engines would give incorrect 
depreciation determmations, and fail to check out correct at the actual 
dates of retirement 

Finally, Figure 6, shows the latest standard form developed at the 
Iowa Engineering Experiment Station for the complete property ledger 
account of a property unit throughout its entire life Similar forms are 
being developed for the "group" depreciation accountancy of age groups 
of like units 

DISCUSSION 

O N 

V A L U A T I O N O F H I G H W A Y S Y S T E M S 

P R O F B D G R E E N S H I E L D S , Demson University I t seems to me that 
the rule that all factors affecting must be given due consideration has 
led to much uncertamty and htigation For this reason would it not 
be better to use fewer factors in attempting to evaluate a highway 
system than are used in evaluating other public utilities 

The value of a utility based upon the investment cost may be qmte 
different from the value, shown by the annual return, the original cost 
less depreciation may be at variance with the reproduction cost less 
depreciation Would it not be best to use, say, only the original cost 
less depreciation than to attempt to bring in other elements which may 
be conflicting' 

D E A N M A R S T O N By the ruling of the Supreme Court all factors 
affecting value must be taken into account and each of them must be 
given such weight as is just and nght Ongmal costs are not only to 
be considered—the reproduction cost is not the only thing In the case 
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of public utilities, earning value can be given little or no weight since 
earnings are what are to be regulated, but service-worth value is the 
value which would be based upon the reasonable worth of the services 
that must never be exceeded I think the same Smyth v Ames rule 
applies and should apply to highways There are lots of chances to 
use your own judgment There are some roads m Iowa, also some road 
structures, that are not worth what they would cost to reproduce 
The culverts and grades about to be deserted in making alignments 
are not worth anything 

« 

M A K I N G A N D U S I N G T H E T R A F F I C C E N S U S 

B Y E W JAMES 

Chief, Division of Highway Transport, U S Bureau of Public Roads 

SYNOPSIS 

Owing to the present day variety of uses for traffic data the mak
ing of a traffic census is a much more complicated operation than the 
simple count every thirteen days that was started by France in 1844 
They are used as bases for construction and maintenance programs, 
for selection of type and design of pavements, for segregation of 
routes, for apportionment of revenues, for common carrier rate mak
ing, for determining relations between motor vehicle taxes and gen
eral property taxes and for many other purposes The cost of a 
survey planned to yield information on all of the problems is ordi
narily prohibitive, so careful advance study is necessary in order 
that a survey will be certain to yield the particular data wanted 
Suitable comprehensive forms must be arranged and "details of the 
master schedule and field organization must be devised with the 
rigidity necessary to produce regularity of observation, adequacy 
of supervision and speed in filing field reports, checking for possible 
errors, and general supervision " However, it must be possible to 
make quick changes to care for imforeseen contingencies 

Since the daily traffic at a station is computed from observations 
made upon comparatively few actual days during a year and for only 
a part of those days, it is important that these samples be sufficiently 
representative to make possible an adequate estimate of the mean 
daily traffic volumes If the annual traffic is homogeneous and dis
tributed according to the normal probability curve, the standard 
error in the mean daily traffic can be determined by statistical 
methods Whether or not traffic is so stable and homogeneous as 
to afford correct results by statistical analysis has not been fully 
demonstrated, and therefore studies of such complete statistical 
universes as those provided by the yearly records of toll bridges or 
tunnels are advocated 

As the French were the leaders both in the art of modem road build
ing and in the science of highway engineering, it is not strange that 
they should have been the first to develop a traffic census Sometime 
prior to 1844 the first census was taken, for by that year the French 
had devised the simple and effective schedule that has characterized 


